For Z = (R^, I I) with symmetric norm | | the Z-direct sum of the normed spaces X l9 ...,X N is its product space with norm \\(x ι ,..., x N )\\ = 1(11*21|,--,l)*/v!l)l A normed space X is said to have the sum-property (SP) if each Z-direct sum of finitely many copies of X has normal structure (NS). It turns out that the class of spaces having the SP is the largest subclass of the class of spaces having NS which is closed under each finite Z-direct sum operation. The SP is characterized by the property that limit-affine (i.e., the functional Λ(x) = lim||x n -x\\ is defined and affine on conv({x n })) sequences {x n } with non-decreasing {Λ (x n )} are constant.
Introduction.
A subset A of a normed space X is said to have normal structure (NS for short) if every bounded convex subset C of A with positive diameter d = sup{||jc -y\\\x, y e C) is contained in some ball with center in C and radius strictly smaller than d. This property, introduced by Brodskii and MiΓman [1] , is important in fixed point theory for nonexpansive mappings. We refer the interested reader to [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [8] .
In applications, also weakly normal structure (WNS for short) is of interest. A normed space X is said to have weakly normal structure if every weakly compact subset of X has NS.
In [10] , the author has analyzed stability properties of (W)NS. (The term (W)NS means both NS and WNS, the " W" refers to all expressions occurring in brackets. For example, "the (weak) SP implies (W)NS*'
. * o,,, > o
for all i = 1,..., N, then ξ, = η t > 0 for some i < N All /^-norms, 1 < p < oo, satisfy (SC), all strictly convex norms on Rŝ atisfy (SC), but not the /f-norm. We show in §4 that (SC) is not only sufficient but also necessary for preservation of (W)NS. Consequently, PI is solved in the negative.
In [10] , the isomoφhic analogue of (W)NS is also dealt with: A normed space X is said to have {weakly) isonormal structure-(W)INS for short -if X is isomoφhic to a normed space with (W)NS. In [10] , it is shown that X has (W)INS if and only if there is a bounded linear 1-1 operator T from X into a normed space with (W)NS. Especially, every separable normed space has INS:
Tχ:= (2-"(xϊ,x)) e l 2 if ||JC||= sup |<x*, x> | for all x e X. N Moreover, given any normed space X, the subclass of ISO( X) -the class of all spaces isomoφhic to X-of all spaces with (W)NS is either empty or dense in ISO(X) in the topology induced by the Banach-Mazur distance.
The following question was left open in [10] :
P2. Doesc 0 (I) have (W)INS for uncountable 1"?
In §5, we give the negative answer: c Q (I) has (W)INS if and only if / is countable, i.e., if and only if c o (I) can be renormed to be uniformly NORMAL STRUCTURE AND THE SUM-PROPERTY 129 convex in every direction. This latter characterization extends to the class of spaces with a symmetric basis but not to the class of spaces with an unconditional basis.
Limit-affine sequences.
Problem PI leads in a natural way to the consideration of limit-affine sequences as we will see.
Given a bounded sequence {x n } in a normed space X, we consider the limit-functional Λ(x)= lim \\x n -x\\ w-»oo being defined for all x G X for which the right hand side limit exists. The sequence {x n } is then called limit-affine if its limit-functional is defined on the whole convex hull of {x n } and is affine there. If a growth condition such as "increasingly", "non-increasingly", "constantly" etc. is added to the term "limit-affine", then this indicates that the sequence {A(x n )} has this growth behaviour; for example, an increasingly limit-affine sequence {x n } is a limit-affine sequence for which {A(x n )} is increasing.
A constantly limit-affine sequence is called limit-constant. The associated limit-functional is constant on the convex hull of a limit-constant sequence.
A non-decreasingly (non-increasingly, respectively) limit-affine sequence {x n } is either constant (Cauchy, resp.) or has no Cauchy subsequence and the former is the case if and only if A(x n ) = 0 (A(x n ) -> 0, resp.).
Limit-constant sequences arise in connection with (W)NS: PROPOSITION If {(x n ,y n )} is limit-constant in X® X Y, then both {x n } and {y n } are limit-affine and, passing to some subsequence, either both are limit-constant or one is increasingly limit-affine and the other decreasingly limitaffine. This demonstrates what we meant above with "... PI leads... to... limit-affine sequences...".
Limit-affineness together with its growth condition inherits to subsequences and is preserved under the operation x n -> <xx n + x, a Φ 0, x e X. So, if there is a limit-affine sequence {x n } in X with inf, 7€ ΞN Λ(.x, 7 ) > 0 (i.e., {x n } has no Cauchy subsequence), then we may assume that {x n } is increasingly or constantly or decreasingly limit-affine with A(x n ) -> 1. Moreover, if some subsequence of {x n } converges in some vector space topology on X, then we may assume that {x n } converges to 0 in this topology. If this topology is the weak topology, then Finally, every limit-affine sequence has a subsequence all of whose subsequences {x n } satisfy:
Vice versa, if {JC^} satisfies (DS), then it has a limit-affine subsequence (cf. [10] 
and we have x -x>|->Λ(x) for all JC e conv({x n }).
Choose an increasing sequence {k n } such that (i) and (ii) hold for y n = y kn and m n = p kn and that β k = lim π _ oo ( < y II ,x Λ > exists for each k. Formula (*) yields \a -β k \ = A k and
Since | | on C is strictly convex, a -β k = A k β for some β e C with \β\ = 1. A continuity argument implies (iii), and (iv) is an immediate consequence of (iii).
If some subsequence {y r } of {y n } is constant and Λ^ > 0,
which is absurd. If x n -> 0 weakly, then 0 e conv({x w }) and (vi) follows from (iv) and [10, Remark 1] .
Let Y vanish pointwise at infinity. If {x n } is not Cauchy, then {A(x n )} has a cluster-point Λ^ > 0. Choose {y n ) and {m n } with (i)- (v 3. The sum-property. The observations on PΓ mentioned in §2 motivated the author in [10] to define a property, called the sum-property, in such a way that the "bad" case ({x n } increasingly, {y n ) decreasingly, {(x n ,y n )} constantly limit-affine) is excluded: non-decreasingly limit-affine sequences have to be constant by definition of the sum-property. But, this definition seems to be rather unnatural and the name "sum-property" gives no association for its defining property. So, we proceed here in another way (but come to the same goal). In view of the solution of PI, we could simply define the (weak) sum-property to be the weakest property of normed spaces which is stronger than (i.e., stronger than or equivalent to) (W)NS and is preserved under every finite direct-sum-operation (FDSO for short). This "definition" is somewhat "dangerous" in view of logical loops and cannot be written in the form "X has the (weak) sum-property if ...". These difficulties can be avoided in restricting the direct sums to powers of one space and in requiring these direct sums to have only (W)NS: Obviously, the (W)SP is stronger than (W)NS and weaker than every property of normed spaces which is stronger than (W)NS and preserved under every FDSO. So, the (W)NS is the weakest such property provided it is preserved under every FDSO. This is shown in Theorem 1: 
(3) => (1) and the additional statement. Consequence 3 of [10] states that (3) is preserved under every FDSO. D So, our definition here for the (W)SP coincides with that given in [10] . Moreover, Theorem 1 shows that PI and PI' are equivalent and both equivalent to PI". Does (W)NS imply the (W)SP?
Problem PI" was stated in [10] as a positive conjecture. A priori, there is no reason why (W)SP and (W)NS should be equivalent, although (2) of Theorem 1 suggests that both properties differ not too much. But, if one checks all "classical" sufficient but not necessary conditions for (W)NS (e.g., uniform convexity (in every direction), uniform smoothness, nearly uniform convexity, Λ -uniform rotundity, OpiaΓs condition, condition of Gossez and Lami Dozo,...) one finds out that all these conditions imply the (W)SP, too (cf. [10] ). Moreover, all "classical" sequence spaces have the (W)SP as soon as they have (W)NS: c 0 , all modular sequence spaces including the class of Orlicz sequence spaces as well as l p , 1 < p < oo (cf. [11] , [12] 
Furthermore, our Corollary 1 implies that every normed space which is isometric to a subspace of c o (I) has the (W)SP as soon as it has (W)NS.
Finally, subspaces of spaces with an "asymptotically co-contractive" basis -i.e., liminf^JIPJI = 1, P n the complement of the canonical projection P n -have the WSP if they have WNS. Indeed, if {x n } is non-decreasingly limit-affine, x n -> 0 weakly and \\P m J| -> 1, then Λ (0) A(x n ) > A(x x ) and
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So, if there is a universal (containing every separable normed space) space with an asymptotically co-contractive basis, then WSP and WNS are equivalent.
Taking all these arguments into account, one can really hope that PI" has an affirmative solution at least for the weak properties or restricted to the class of reflexive spaces.
The solution.
The existence of a universal space with an asymptotically co-contractive basis would imply that there is no increasingly limit-affine weakly convergent sequence at all. Such a space cannot exist! Indeed, the sequence {z n } in /^0 , j < n is increasingly limit-affine (A(z k ) = 1 -ε k ) and converges weakly to 0 if {ε n } converges decreasingly to 0. Does the subspace of /^ spanned by {z n } solve PΓ' in the negative? No! The sequence {z n+1 -ε n+1 ε~ιz n } is limit-constant. But, some modifications of the above sequence yield a negative solution of PI". We even introduce a number of equivalent norms on c 0 which solve PI" negatively in several ways.
To have easier notation we define the norm || || of X to be of type Only six types are allowed by the implications SP => NS => WNS and SP => WSP =* WNS: 1111, 0111, 0101, 0011, 0001, 0000. For reflexive spaces, the types 0111, 0011 and 0001 are excluded, For Schur-spaces, the types 0101, 0001 and 0000 are excluded.
In Theorem 2, c 0 is considered as real or complex Banach space. 
j=v, y{v) = ε v ε,, j > v, and consider the following norms on c 0 :
Then, all these norms are equivalent to || H^ and we have
(e p+ι -3-'e x )} w || || Λ tt (« n ) = 1. (c) {«"} = {«" + e M+2 } is || \\ a -limit-affine with A a (v n ) = 1 -(d) // {x n } i'ί || \\ a -limit-affine, x n -» x e /^ pointwise and λ a (x n ) -* 1, ίΛen //iere exzsί increasing sequences {j n } and
(2) (a) (ej is || \\^a-limit-affine with Λ #α (e n ) = 1 -»e H .
(b) {«"} ώ || \\ +Ua -limit constant with A +la (u n ) = 1. (c) {v' n } = {w n /6 + e n + 2 } is || \\ + loΓ limit-affine with
. } is || \\^a-limit-affine, x n -* x e /" pointwise, (9) is straightforward and omitted. For (3d), observe that Using the methods described in [10] , the following implications are immediate:
( Proof of (Id). Assume that {x n } is || || α -limit-affine, x n ~* x e l x pointwise -i.e., weak* in l x -and (i)Λ B :=Λ β (x B )-»l. Passing to a subsequence and applying Proposition 2, we find 1 < i n < j n and γ, β e C, \β\ = 1, such that Putting η = γβ*, x n = β*x n and x = β*x, we arrive at NORMAL STRUCTURE AND THE SUM-PROPERTY
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We know from (v) of Proposition 2 that i n -> oo and j n -» oo. Switching to a subsequence, we may assume that £ = lim^^ x n (j n ) and p = lim^^^ x(j n ) both exist. Then In the next Theorem 3, the main statement of Theorem 2 is extended from c 0 to arbitrary infinite dimensional separable normed spaces; of course, we have to pay regard to the type-restrictions for reflexive and Schur spaces. For the proof of Theorem 3, we need some elementary facts which are also useful in other applications. In Lemmas 1-4, X is assumed to be a separable infinite dimensional normed space. LEMMA 
// {x n } c X is bounded and has no Cauchy subsequence, then there is a subsequence {x mn } and a bounded sequence {x*} c

X* which converges to 0 in σ(X*,X) and is biorthogonal to {x m j, that is
Proof. By the lemma of [9] , there is a bounded sequence {y*} in X* and a subsequence {x m } such that
Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that J/^^GI* in σ(X* 9 X). Using (i) we obtain (y* 9 x mk -x m ) = 0. If we call y* -y* again y* 9 we additionally have y* -> 0 in σ(X*, X). Formula (i) implies that (y*, x ) = a n for all k Φ n, where a n -> 0. If a n = 0 for all n, we put x* = y*. If not, we choose N with a N Φ 0, put JC* = y%+ n ~ã nd denote m N +n again by m n . D LEMMA 2. // {w*} c W*, We: X, is bounded and converges to 0 in σ(W*,W), then there are extensions y* e X* of w* such that {y*} is bounded and converges to 0 in σ( X* 9 X).
Proof. Choose extensions x* G I* of w* with ||x*|| = ||w*|| < K. Let d be a translation invariant metric on X* which induces σ(X*, X) on B = (x* e Z* |||JC*|| < AT}. Since every σ(X*, X)-cluster point of {x*} belongs to B Π W 1 , we know that J(x*, 5 Π W 1 ) -» 0, i.e., there is a sequence {z*} cβnlf Proof. By Lemma 1, there is a subsequence {x mn } and a bounded sequence {**} c Jf* with (x* 9 x mk ) = 8 nk and x* "-> 0 in σ(X*, X). We further may assume that (x*, x m ) -> 1 for some x* e X*, even that Σ™ =1 \(x*,x mn ) -1| < oo. Putting z*" = x* -Σ;Γ =1 «x*,x mM > -IK*, we obtain (z*, x w ) = 1 for all n. So, for M = ||z*||, we have
Let w* be the restriction of E" =1 x* to the span of {x m }" =1 . Formula Then, every || ||'-limit-affine sequence in X is one-dimensional, i.e. || || r is of type 1111.
(2) According to Lemma 1, choose bounded biorthogonal sequences {x n } and {x*} such that x* -> 0 in σ(X* 9 X) and, if X is non-Schur, x n -> 0 weakly. Define Γ: X -> c 0 by (ΓJC)(I) = (JC*,X>. Put rf = sup^JK -xJΓ and ||x||'' = max{OWI', II^IU τhen > {*»} is || || "-limit-constant with M\x n ) = 1 and || ||" is of type 0000, if X is non-Schur, and of type 0011, if X is Schur. Put
Then, {x n } is || ||^β-limit-affine with A^a(x n ) = 1 -ΰaT\ || ||_ lfβ is of type 1111, and || || + 1 a is of type 0101, if X is non-Schur, and of type 0111, if X is Schur. Assume that X has no subspace isomorphic to l v We may then additionally assume that {x n } is weak Cauchy. Put y" = x λ and y'J = x n -x n -ι, n > 2. Then 7> n " = e w and j M " -* 0 weakly. Set d 2 = max{rf o ,su Pll , JΛ" -jCIΠ and ||x|| 2 = max{fd?\\x\\\ \\Tx\\'+ lΛ ). Then, {^J is || || 2 -limit-affine with \ 2 {y' n ') = 1 -3"", {^} is || |^-limit-constant with A 2 (y n ) = 1 and || || 2 is of type 0001.
Finally, assume X to have a subspace isomorphic to l v Let {w n ) c X and {w*} c X* be bounded and biorthogonal such that w π -> 0 weakly and w* -> 0 in σ(Λ'*, X). Choose {x' n } a X equivalent to the unit vector basis of l v Passing to a subsequence of {x' n } we may assume that {(w A *,x' n )} is Cauchy for all k. So, some suitable subsequence {x n } of {•X/' + i "~ x π) satisfies (w£,x n ) -» 0 for all k. Since {x n } can be chosen to be equivalent to the unit vector basis of l l9 there is a bounded sequence {y*} in X* which converges to 0 in σ(X* 9 X) and satisfies m> n \yn>*m? ιu? m <n.
Using Lemma 4, we may assume that \(y*, w k ) \ < δ 2 /2 and |(w*,. δ 2 /3 for all A:, n, where δ is chosen so that δyxll^ < ||x|| + u < for all x e c 0 . Define Γ, {j M } and d 0 as above and Γ': X -• c 0 by (Γ'xX/) = (w,*, JC). Put ύf 3 = m&x{d o ,sιφ n m \\w n -w m || / } and ||x|| 3 = maxd/^Hxlf, ||Γx|| + lα , IIΓ^H^j}. Then, we have T'w n = e n . Moreover, for n > k:
So, {w n } is || || 3 -limit-affine with Λ 3 (wJ = 1 -3"", {y n } is || || 3 -limitconstant with A 3 (y n ) = 1 and || || 3 is of type 0001. D
THEOREM 4. SOLUTION OF PI. Let \\ be a symmetric norm on R N ; put Z = (R N , I I). Then (W)NS is preserved under the Z-direct-sum-operation -that is, the Z-direct sum of X v ..., X N has (W)NS whenever all X ι have (W)NS-if and only if \ \ satisfies (SC).
In Proof. Sufficiency is proved in [10] . We show necessity. Let | | not satisfy (SC) and let separable infinite dimensional normed (non-Schur) spaces X l9 . . . , X N be given. There are ξ i > 0, ϋ > ι = ±1 and 0 < a t < 1, i = l,...,iV, such that the line segment joining (£,-)£.! and (^ (1 -ΰ^i/ty^i belongs to the unit sphere of Z. Then, according to Theorem 3, there exist (weakly convergent) sequences {x w (0}^=i in X t and equivalent norms || ||; = || ||^. α on X i such that Y i = (X t , || ||;) has NS or even the SP if ϋ > i = -1 -such an / must exist -and {x n (i)} is || ||;-limit-affine with A'^x^i)) = 1 -^la l 3' n .
Obviously, n (0)£.i} is limit-constant in ( Proof. The sequence {x n } converges weakly to 0 and ||x^-x^||<l.
Moreover, \\x n -Σ^Liλ^H > 2\\x n \\ -l->lifm<n-*ao and 0 < λ A <l. D COROLLARY 2. // the normed space X contains a sequence {x n } with \\x n \\ -> r and \\Σ™ =ι η(n)x n \\ < r for all η G H(N) for some r > 0, then X does not have WNS. THEOREM 
The space c o (I) has (W)INS if and only if I is countable.
Proof. Sufficiency is shown in [10] . We prove necessity. Let || || be an equivalent norm on c o (/), / uncountable. An easy application of Day's well known construction [2] Starting with C x = 0 and using transfinite induction over all ordinals γ < ω 1? ω λ the first uncountable ordinal, we obtain by application of (*) a transfinite sequence {Y y } y<ω of sequences Y y = {y y%n }™=ι with (i) and (ii) for C = C γ = U α<γ U* βl suppθ α J. Since, by construction, {r{ Y y )} γ < is non-increasing, there must be an ordinal γ 0 < ω x such that r(Y γ ) = r for all γ > γ 0 and some r > 0. So, for all n, there are /:" such that ||xj| > r -\/n for x n = y Ύo+n , k Given η G #(N), we have HΣ^Λί/iJxJL < 1 and supp(Σ^Mn)x n ) c /\C γo+1 , so |Er =1 τ?("KII < ^(Y γo ) = r. Corollary 2 yields the conclusion. D We combine Theorem 5 with a result of Troyanski which characterizes Banach spaces with a symmetric basis that can be equivalently renormed to be uniformly convex in every direction (cf. [13] Proof. The implications (1) => (2) => (4) and (1) => ( (5): See [13] . D
The implication (4) => (5) all have norm 1. In [7] , the following is introduced: Let / be an uncountable index set and Φ a family of finite non- Then, (λ 12 , || || 12 ) is a Banach space with monotone unconditional boundedly complete basis {e,} G/ , £,(/) = 1, £,(./) = 0, y Φ i. Since, obviously, IWI 2 = £ /e/ |*(0l 2 ) 1/2 * IWI12, IWI = (]Wli + iμil^) 172 is an equivalent norm on λ 12 with ||JC|| 2 < ||JC||/ ^2" with respect to which λ 12 has the SP.
There is given an example of / and Φ in [7] such that λ 12 is reflexive and λ 12 Θ λ^2 as well as (λ 12 Θ λf 2 )* cannot be renormed to be uniformly convex in every direction. This set Φ has the property that, given arbitrary different /, j e /, there are only finitely many φ G Φ containing both i and j. So, given any finite subset / c /, the set /' = U{φeΦ||/Πφ|>2}u/ is finite. For this / and Φ, let X be the space λ 12 Θ λ^2 with the norm (||x|| 2 4-||x*||* 2 ) 1/2 , where || ||* is the norm on λ^2 dual to || ||. So, neither X nor X* can be renormed to be uniformly convex in every direction. It remains to show that both X and X* have the SP. It suffices to establish the SP of (λ^2, II II*). For this purpose, we only have to verify (*) in >(P f x+y-P f ,y, x* -x*) > 2 -8ε.
contradicting the choice of ε. D
